
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TAMPA DIVISION 

 

CASE NO.: 8:13-CV--00698-VMC-MAP 

 

KAREN PALMA and HALLIE 

SELGERT, on behalf of herself and 

others similarly-situated, 

 

  Plaintiffs, 

 

vs. 

 

METROPCS WIRELESS, INC.,  

 

  Defendant. 

_________________________________/ 

 

 

PLAINTIFFS’ MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S  

MOTION TO COMPEL 

 

 Plaintiffs, Karen Palma and Hallie Selgert (“Plaintiffs”), by and through their 

undersigned counsel, submit their Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant’s Motion to 

Compel, and state: 

INTRODUCTION 

 Discovery in this matter is now largely complete.  To that end, Defendant had free reign 

to depose the Plaintiffs it wanted to depose—the same Plaintiffs who are the subject of this 

Motion.  During the depositions, Defendant inquired in-depth about the nature of Plaintiffs’ 

employment after their employment with Defendant, whether any of the Plaintiffs utilized social 

media to discuss the nature of their duties at Defendant, whether any of the Plaintiffs went on 

vacation (or took other leave) during their employment, and whether Plaintiffs performed 

personal tasks during the days on which they worked.  Each of the Plaintiffs testified regarding 

these issues in detail, and neither their testimony, nor any other evidence adduced to date, 
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suggests that further production of documentary or other evidence on these topics is relevant to 

this litigation.  In fact, the testimony and evidence to date suggests that the only purpose of these 

requests is to harass and intimidate Plaintiffs into abandoning their claims.  Thus, Defendant’s 

Motion seeking these irrelevant documents, is the very definition of an impermissible “fishing 

expedition.”  

Nonetheless, by its Motion to Compel (“Motion”), Defendant asks the Court to compel 

production of a broad range of information: (1) pertaining to any subsequent employer (or 

prospective employer) of Plaintiffs, in addition to the resumes that virtually all of the Plaintiffs 

have already provided; (2) all information from all social media accounts, all email, blog, and 

instant messages; and (3) all banking, credit/debit card, telephone and travel-related records.  For 

the reasons that follow, Defendant’s Motion should be denied. 

LEGAL AUTHORITY 

A. Standard on Motion. 

While discovery is often construed broadly, the scope of permissible discovery is not 

unbounded.   Requested discovery must be relevant, and it must not impose an undue burden, 

under the tests described in Rule 26(b)(2)(C). In this regard, even where requested discovery is 

relevant, the Court may limit it if it determines that the requested discovery is “unreasonably 

cumulative or duplicative, or is obtainable from some other source that is more convenient, less 

burdensome, or less expensive,” Rule 26(b)(2)(C)(i), Fed. R. Civ. P.; the party seeking discovery 

has already had “ample opportunity” through other discovery in the action to obtain the 

requested information, Rule 26(b)(2)(C)(ii), Fed. R. Civ. P.; or the Court finds that the “burden 

or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its likely benefit, taking into account the needs 

of the case, the amount in controversy, the parties' resources, the importance of the issues at 
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stake in the litigation, and the importance of the proposed discovery in resolving the issues.” 

Rule 26(b)(2)(C) (iii), Fed. R. Civ. P. 

  The information sought must be relevant, not overly burdensome to the responding party, 

and tailored to the issues involved in the particular case. See Washington v. Brown & Williamson 

Tobacco Corp., 959 F.2d 1566, 1570 (11th Cir. 1992) (citations omitted).  In addition, federal 

courts superimpose “a balancing of interests approach for Rule 26's good cause requirement,” 

whereby the court balances one party's interest in accessing data against the other's keeping of 

the information confidential. Chicago Tribune Co. v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc., 263 F.3d 1304, 

1313 (11th Cir.2001) (citing Farnsworth, 758 F.2d at 1547). 

The party seeking discovery has the threshold burden of showing that the requested 

discovery is relevant. See Siddiq v. Saudi Arabian Airlines Corp., 2011 WL 6936485, at *2 

(M.D.Fla. Dec.7, 2011).  Where the relevancy of a request is not readily apparent on its face, the 

burden falls on the moving party to establish relevancy. See Suncast Technologies, L.L.C. v. 

Patrician Products, Inc., 2008 WL 179648, at *5 (S.D. Fla. Jan.17, 2008).  A vague possibility 

that loose and sweeping discovery might turn up something does not show particularized need 

sufficient to meet a movant’s burden.  See Joslin Dry Goods Co. v. EEOC, 483 F.2d 178, 183–84 

(10th Cir. 1973).  

As detailed herein, Defendant has not, because it cannot, demonstrate that the discovery it 

seeks in its Motion is relevant to the issues at bar.  Moreover, even if it could, any limited 

probative value of the sweeping discovery requested, is severely outweighed by the burden of 

producing same, the privacy interests upon which it impinges, and is largely available from other 

sources.  Thus, Defendant’s Motion must be denied. 
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B. Records Pertaining to Every Plaintiffs’ Subsequent Employment Are Irrelevant and 

Their Production is Unduly Burdensome. 

 

As a threshold matter, Defendant neglects to inform the Court that the Plaintiffs, who 

were served with the discovery at issue, have provided their resumes to Defendant, and that 

Defendant used same to examine virtually all of the Plaintiffs that they elected to depose.
1
  Thus, 

there is no issue regarding the production of resumes, and the only outstanding issue regarding 

Plaintiffs’ subsequent employers is the overly broad request for “other [ ] information provided 

to subsequent employers” category, as identified in Defendant’s Motion.  However, this issue is 

moot, because each Plaintiff confirmed at deposition that he/she had no additional documents 

responsive to this request.  Further, to the extent that Defendant argues that Plaintiffs should 

have collected such documents from third parties for production, such a collection effort would 

have posed a significant and undue burden on Plaintiffs.  Rather, if Defendant wished to obtain 

documents from third-parties, it should have, and could have, issued subpoenaes to those 

entities.
2
  To that end, virtually all cases addressing the discoverability of records from FLSA 

plaintiffs’ subsequent employers are in the context of motions to quash subpoenas to such 

subsequent employers (or to compel production of such information from subsequent 

employers).  Here, Plaintiffs do not have the information sought, and Defendant has not sought 

the information from parties that may have same (the subsequent employers themselves).   

As the undue burden that such a request would impose on Plaintiffs is clear on its face, it 

is not surprising that Defendant does not cite to a single case where a Plaintiff was compelled to 

                                                 
1
 Defendant requested the resumes in multiple requests for production.  Defendant fails to inform the Court that 

Plaintiffs produced their resumes in response to other requests for production. 

 
2
  Plaintiff would still have objected to the subpoenas on relevance and other grounds, but the subpoena 

would have been the appropriate mechanism to seek such documents from subsequent employers.  Some courts have 

held that such document are irrelevant in the context of FLSA misclassification claims.  See, e.g., Hendricks v. Total 

Quality Logistics, LLC, 275 F.R.D. 251 (S.D. Ohio 2011).  As discovery is now closed, and Defendant served no 

such subpoenaes, the issue is moot.    
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provide this type of all-encompassing post-employment information.  In fact, Defendant 

acknowledges as much in citing only one (1) case in support of its argument that all Plaintiffs 

should have to produce all records pertaining to any job search or jobs subsequent to their 

employment with Defendant
3
, a case in whichthe plaintiff was not compelled to produce the 

information sought by Defendant here.  See Defendant’s Motion at 7-8, citing Benavides v. 

Velocity IQ, Inc., 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14777 (M.D. Fla. March 15, 2006).  Rather, as 

Defendant acknowledges, the court, “ordered a subsequent employer to produce” such items.  

See Motion at 8-9.  Thus, Defendant’s Motion regarding should be denied because Plaintiffs 

have confirmed that they do not have the requested information, and because Defendant does not 

seek, or have standing to request, an order compelling the production from the parties who have 

such information.   

C. Defendant Is Not Entitled to the Social Media, Email and/or Instant Messaging 

Discovery Sought. 

 

Next, Defendant seeks to compel the production of every social media site, email, chat or 

other communication Plaintiffs engaged in while employed by Defendant.  Defendant seeks this 

discovery notwithstanding its lack of any good faith basis for same, and ignores Plaintiffs’ 

testimony that they did not discuss their job duties on such social media sites, on private email,
4
 

                                                 
3
 Defendant’s Motion states that, in addition to the resumes already produced by Plaintiffs, Defendant seeks “cover 

letters, job applications and notes take [sic] by job intervierws [sic].”  To the extent that any of the Plaintiffs testified 

regarding a subsequent job search, there was not a single Plaintiff testified that they had documents pertaining to 

same.  Rather, each Plaintiff testified either that their work search was performed entirely through online direct 

submissions to companies (where they did not get a copy), or that they applied in person at the subsequent 

employers locations (and did not get a copy of their application). As Plaintiffs have confirmed that they do not have 

the requested documents, the Motion is moot as to this issue.  

 
4
 To the extent same were discussed on Plaintiffs’ work email, Defendant has ready access to same, as well as to text 

messages and telephone calls sent/made from Plaintiffs’ company-issued cell phones.  Indeed, Defendant itself was 

the cellular provider for Plaintiffs’ work cell phones and emails.  Amazingly and notwithstanding this fact, 

Defendant has objected to the production of such records, on the grounds that same would be unduly burdensome 

and/or that Plaintiffs have equal access to MetroPCS’ corporate records. 
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or in any of the instant messages sought by Defendant.
5
  Rather, Defendant’s Motion in this 

regard it premised solely on their unsubstantiated hope that these documents may lead to 

admissible evidence of something.  Respectfully, that is not a sufficient basis for Defendant’s 

Motion and its Motion should be denied on this basis alone. 

Significantly, this is not an issue of first impression.  Rather, courts have repeatedly 

denied such motions under very similar circumstances, recognizing that same equate with 

nothing more than a bold-faced fishing expedition explicitly prohibited by the Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure. 

Indeed, courts—including at least one from within this District—have repeatedly held 

that almost identical requests to those as issue here are patently improper.  See, e.g., Root v. 

Balfour Beatty Construction LLC, 2014 WL 3444005 (2d DCA Feb. 5., 2014); Holder v. AT & T 

Services, Inc., 2013 WL 5817575, at *3 (M.D. Tenn. Oct. 29, 2013)(denying defendant’s motion 

to compel Facebook posts where defendant failed to make threshold showing regarding 

relevance); Jewell v. Aaron's, Inc., 2013 WL 3770837 (N.D. Ga. Jul 19, 2013)(rejecting same 

reasoning asserted by Defendant here and holding “Defendant has not made a sufficient 

predicate showing that the broad nature of [social media] material it seeks is reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.”); Salvato v. Miley, 2013 WL 

2712206, at *2 (M.D. Fla. Jun 11, 2013) (Lammens, MJ) (attached as EXHIBIT 1) (denying 

motion to compel production of social media, including, but not limited to “Facebook, Twitter, 

and/or MySpace,” and comments made on any “website, news article, message board, social 

networking website,” holding “[a] party ‘does not have a generalized right to rummage at will 

                                                 
5
  Defendant cites to Karen Palma’s deposition testimony that she “tweeted” during work hours on occasion.  See 

Motion at 11.  What Defendant fails to notify the Court is that it had a full copy of Palma’s public twitter account at 

the time of her deposition, that ASR duties were not discussed in any meaningful way, and that Palma testified that 

such tweets took 1-3 seconds to send and did not divert her from her work activities (i.e. the records are total 

irrelevant to the issues at bar).    
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through information that Plaintiff has limited from public view’” and that such request 

constitutes an impermissible “fishing expedition”); see also Jackson v. Deen, 2013 WL 1911445 

(S.D. Ga. May 8, 2013) (denying as overbroad defendant employer's request for plaintiff's text 

messages with other employees because discovery “is not so liberal as to allow a party to roam in 

the shadow zones of relevancy and to explore a matter which does not presently appear germane 

on the theory that it might conceivably become so”);  Tompkins v. Detroit Metropolitan Airport, 

278 F.R.D. 387 (E.D. Mich. 2012)(denying defendant’s motion to compel the production of the 

plaintiff's Facebook account, including those sections she ha[d] designated as private); Bell v. 

Scully Co., 2012 WL 9384469 (S.D. Fla. Feb 17, 2012)(same)
6
; Mackelprang v. Fidelity Nat'l 

Title Agency of Nevada, Inc., 2007 WL 119149, at *7 (D. Nev. Jan.9, 2007) (“Ordering ... release 

of all of the private email messages on Plaintiff's Myspace.com internet account would allow 

Defendants to cast too wide a net for any information that might be relevant and discoverable.”). 

Moreover, even if the Defendant could show that its request for all social media, private 

emails, instant messages, blogs and other online communications were not a “fishing 

expedition,” responding to same would be so unduly burdensome that Defendant’s Motion 

should be denied on that basis alone.  See Jewell, supra.  Indeed, Karen Palma’s twitter account 

documents, that Defendant obtained from information publicly available on the internet comprise 

over 100 pages of tweets
7
, covering a period of several years.  If Plaintiff’s undersigned counsel 

were required to review all tweets from all Plaintiffs, all Facebook posts and instant messages, 

all LinkedIn posts and instant messages, all MySpace postings and instant messages and all 

private emails from all of the Plaintiffs from whom Defendant has sought such discovery, in 

                                                 
6
 The defendant in Bell was represented by the same counsel, David E. Block, who represents Defendant here.  

 
7
 Defendant seeks to compel the production of private or non-public social media documents, emails and instant 

messages.  It is precisely these types of non-public documents that courts have repeatedly shielded from discovery. 
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order to determine what might arguably relevant to the issues at bar, that review alone would 

likely take hundreds if not thousands of hours.  For this reason as well, Defendant’s Motion 

should be denied. 

D. Defendant is Not Entitled to the Discovery of Plaintiffs’ Private Banking, 

Credit/Debit Card, and/or Travel-Related Records.  

 

Finally, citing little more than a consent order in which an FLSA plaintiff agreed to 

produce her banking statements to her former employer
8
—and notwithstanding the undisputed 

fact that Defendant has records of all dates on which Plaintiffs were on vacation, or otherwise 

not working—Defendant contends that Plaintiffs should be required to produce all of their 

banking, credit/debit card and travel-related records, because some might demonstrate dates on 

which Plaintiffs did not work.  However, because such records are private, normally not subject 

to discovery, and because Defendant can readily access the same information in its own 

documents, Defendant’s Motion should be denied in this regard as well. 

“Financial documents are generally considered confidential because they implicate a 

party's privacy interests.” Shredding, LLC v. Proshred Franchising Corp., No. 11-22432-MC, 

2011 WL 4591935 (S.D. Fla. Sept. 30, 2011), citing Solow v. Conseco, Inc., No. 06-5988, 2008 

WL 190340, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. Jan.18, 2008).  Indeed, courts have repeatedly denied motions to 

compel precisely the type of financial records sought be Defendant here in the context of FLSA 

litigation on these grounds alone. See, e.g., Nesselrodte v. Diva's, LLC, 2012 WL 2061523, at *2 

(N.D. W.Va. June 7, 2012)(denying FLSA defendant’s motion to compel production of 

plaintiffs’ credit reports and applications, banking records, credit card reports, and other financial 

                                                 
8
 Defendant relies almost entirely on Mancuso v. Florida Metropolitan University, Inc., in support of its position.  

See Mancuso v. Florida Metropolitan University, Inc., 2011 WL 310276 (S.D. Fla. Jan. 28, 2011).  However that 

case is wholly inapposite.  In Mancuso the plaintiff did not object to the non-party subpoenas issued by Defendants. 

Rather there was no discussion regarding the relevance or lack thereof of the records sought, because the plaintiff 

sought only to limit several document requests and strike certain definitions. See id. at *1.  Here, Plaintiff objects to 

requests in their entirety as wholly irrelevant to the facts of this case, and sought only for the purposes of conducting 

a “fishing expedition. 
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records); Young F. Ke v. Fourth Avenue, No 07 Civ 6897, 2009 WL 1058627 at *4 (S.D.N.Y. 

Apr. 20, 2009)(same).  For these reasons alone, Plaintiffs’ financial records should not be 

discoverable here. 

Additionally, many of the Plaintiffs testified that Defendant kept detailed records 

regarding all instances on which they missed one or more days of work for vacation, personal 

reasons, medical leave, or otherwise.  Thus, the information sought is duplicative of information 

that Defendant already has, to the extent they want to the information to ascertain dates that 

Plaintiffs were absent from work.  As such, because Defendant already has the information that it 

claims to want from the requested records, the true purpose of this request seems to be simply to 

harass and intimidate Plaintiffs into abandoning their claims for fear of continued unwarranted 

invasions of their privacy if they continue.   

     Finally, as with the other discovery that is the subject of Defendant’s Motion, it is 

clear that Defendant has no idea what the purported bank transactions, credit/debit card 

transactions, or travel-related records will reveal.  Defendant’s rationale appears to be that such 

documents may show that Plaintiffs conducted personal bank transactions during work hours. 

However, even to the extent same were true—and there is no basis to believe it is—there is no 

such records which would simply show time and date stamps (of one minute or less) would not 

be probative of whether Plaintiffs were working or not, at the time of such transactions. 

Under the FLSA, “[r]est periods of short duration, running from five minutes to about 

twenty minutes, are common in the industry….They must be counted as hours worked.” §29 

C.F.R. 785.18.  During such periods, employees may engage in personal activities, including 

making “personal telephone calls.”  Martin v. Waldbaum, 1992 U.S. Dist. Lexis 16007, *6 (E.D. 

N.Y. Oct 14, 1992).  Even where a company has provided for scheduled breaks, and the 
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employee takes an unscheduled break in addition to those scheduled breaks, the employer must 

compensate for the additional, unscheduled break if it is less than twenty minutes.  See U.S. 

Department of Labor Opinion, 1996 DOLWH LEXIS 39, *1-3 (1996).   

In other words, in the instant case, even if Plaintiffs conducted private bank or 

credit/debit card transactions during time they assert they were working, unless the records 

demonstrated that Plaintiffs were engaged solely in these banking activities for 20 minutes or 

more, this time would be compensable.  Id.  For this reason, because Defendant’s request is 

outweighed by Plaintiffs’ privacy interest in their personal financial affairs, and because 

Defendant already has documents which show dates on which Plaintiffs did not work, 

Defendant’s Motion should be denied in regard to the banking records as well. 

CONCLUSION 

Respectfully, Defendant cannot and has not met it burden as the movant regarding any of 

issues for which it seeks such unbridled discovery.  For these reasons, Defendant’s Motion 

should be denied in its entirety. 

Dated: April 25, 2014 

Respectfully submitted, 

        /s/ ANDREW FRISCH  

        Andrew Frisch, Esquire  

                Florida Bar No.: 27777   

  MORGAN &  MORGAN, P.A.  

 600 North Pine Island Road 

Plantation, Florida 33324                                            

  Telephone:  (954) 318-0268  

  Facsimile:  (954) 333-3515      

  E-mail: AFrisch@forthepeople.com  

                  

Counsel for Plaintiffs   
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that I electronically filed the foregoing with the Clerk of the Court 

by using the CM/ECF system which I understand will send a notice of electronic filing to all 

counsel of record this 25
th

 day of April, 2014. 

 

       /s/ ANDREW FRISCH   

       ANDREW FRISCH, ESQ.  
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